were classified as attributable to GERD, whereas 8% of the LBP facility overall charges were classified as attributable to LBP Of the GERD pharmacy overall charges, 32% were classified as attributable to GERD, whereas 22% of the LBP pharmacy overall charges were attributable to LBP
The GERD-attributable average health care charges PMPM (see Table 2 and Figure 2) were significantly lower (p<.OS) than the LBP-attributable charges PMPM in total and for professional and facility claim types; the GERD-attributable average phàrmacy charges PMPM were significantly greater (p<.OS) than the LBP-attributable average charges PMPM. The GERDattributable average total charge PMPM ($S3) was 42% lower than the LBP-attributable charge ($91); the GERD-attributable average professional charge PMPM ($18) was 63% lower than the LBP-attributable charge ($48); the GERD-attributable average facility charge PMPM ($26) was 33% lower than the LBPattributable charge ($39); the GERD-attributable average pharmacy charge PM PM ($10) was 2.S times greater than the LBPattributable charge ($4). The GERD-attributable average total charges PMPM were generally equivalent among the age categories, whereas the LBP-attributable charges increased as age increased, except that the 6S+ category charge was lower than the 20-39 and 40-64 age category charges. These trends were also observed for the professional and facility claim types for both GERD-and LBP-attributable charges. The GERD-attributable average pharmacy charges PMPM were greatest in the 20-39 and 40-64 age categories, whereas the LBP-attributable charges were greatest in the 40-64 and 6S+ age categories. ...
DISCUSSION

